CCT Meeting # 18 - 16 September 2016
Attendees:
Team: Carlos Raul Gutierrez, Stan Besen, Laureen Kapin, Jonathan Zuck, Megan Richards, Jamie Hedlund, David Taylor, Jordyn Buchanan, Drew Bagley, Kaili Kan, Carlton Samuels, Gao Mosweu

Observers: Crescent Ezekwu

Staff: Alice Jansen, Brenda Brewer, Margie Milam, Yvette Guigneaux, Eleeeza Agopian, Jean-Baptiste Deroulez, Antonietta Mangiacotti

Apologies: Fabro Steibel

Agenda:

1. Welcome, roll-call, SoI
2. Finalize research/data requests
3. Progress update
   · Vienna action items
   · Competition & Consumer Choice
   · Safeguards & Trust
   · Application & Evaluation
4. On the road to Hyderabad
   · Program of calls and objective
   · Hyderabad meeting
5. A.O.B.

Documents:

• Vienna action items
• BASIC MKT STRUCTURES MB952016
• INDUSTRY STRUCTURES MB952016
• Summary 1.4-Basic Market Share Calcs
• STATUS S&T - 16 Sept
• Hyderabad Meeting

Recordings:

• Adobe Connect
• mp3

Chat Transcript: EN

Transcript: EN

ACTION ITEMS:

• ACTION ITEM - David Taylor to contact DRPs for any additional data they could share re: LRO and Comm Objections and String confusion objections
• ACTION ITEM - Review Vienna action items https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=61605156 and advise Alice if you have completed your(s) action item(s)
• ACTION ITEM (COMPLETE) - Jordyn to research PIR's RFP for back-end providers and speculation regarding costs
• Next plenary call: Consumer trust, implementation of safeguards.